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TOURIST ATTRACTIONS - FROM NATURAL TO INDUSTRIAL

THE POTENTIAL OF INDUSTRIAL TOURISM AND CONTEMPORARY SETTINGS - CASE THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS

Paul Fritz-Nemeth and Jan O. Lundgren

Tourism resources manifest themselves in a variety of ways in the physical as well as cultural environment of the destination area. In both cases the manifestations tend to define the local or regional characteristics of the destination, as they reflect the attributes of a given set of identifiable and exploitable resources. Often quite particular geographical attributes inherent in the natural landscape serve as the predicator to the spatial characterisation of a more tangible tourist product as well as a destination as such including its future development; similarly, some complement of man-made attribute in either rural or urban environments (Lundgren, 1993) can produce spatially distinct tourist products and successful destinations for tourist-based development, but usually on a much smaller geographic scale in terms of tourist destination space, and often located within a more extensive urban fabric, such as Vieux Montreal or the 'Quartier Français' in New Orleans. Hence, our ability to identify the above categories of elements as bases for local or regional tourist development strategies over time produces the distinctiveness of the tourist region. As well, our realisation that different tourist attractions, be they physical-environmental or manmade, tend to demonstrate different market appeal, and consequently creates a constantly changing tourist geography and tourist impacting process. This is pertinent to our appreciation of tourist area development dynamics and growth characteristics.

The analysis below focuses upon (historical) industrial-related tourist resources as they manifest themselves over one of Quebec's more well known contemporary tourist regions - the Eastern Townships - especially its southern section. This new tourist-based potential has its origin in an earlier, and historically fascinating regional fame as one of the principal cradles of 19th century countryside industrialisation occurring in regions well beyond the capital urban centres of Montreal and Quebec. Thus, the region possesses an industrial heritage, which only in more recent years has caught the eye of both public, para-public and commercial tourist developers.

The study area incorporates a rectangular-shaped territory delimited in the west by the approximate north-south line Farnham-Missisquoi Bay (see Fig. 2), in the east by a corresponding north-south line stretching from Sherbrooke southward via Coaticook to the Vermont border; the northern limit roughly follows the Eastern Townships Autoroute. The analysis is positioned within the concept model of multiple product marketing cycles as expounded by Kotler and Turner (1993; earlier authors 1984 and 1969), but here adapted to the tourist development process, and also by Butler in his tourist area evolution interpretation (Butler, 1980). Kotler and Turner stress the product cycle succession phenomenon, while Butler focuses more on the structural-spatial consequences of the exploitation of the principal tourist resource (attractions) and the successively changing tourist impacting process. The sequence of new tourist products in the destination serves as a restructuring transformer agent in the development path of the tourist destination in a way that is rather similar to the product innovation notion, which accounts for the replacement of old products with new.

Due to regional settlement history and the more recent decline of the traditional and often resource-based industrial sectors as well as the up to recently quite dynamic tourism development relying on physical-geographic resources - lakes, mountains, beautiful scenery - the industrial heritage features of the Eastern Townships region constitute a new and rather underutilized tourist product (see Estrie Tourist Guide Book, 1990-95 for principal attractions). Thus, industrial heritage is the 'new kid on the block' from a tourist product development point of view. A classification system of the regional industrial heritage resources is attempted, which, in a preliminary sense, provides a different perspective of the tourist geography in the region with new resources being more forcefully activated and integrated in the regional development process.

IDENTIFYING TOURIST PRODUCTS

The identification of tourist resources in the landscape has tended to start with
recognising the obvious prime attractions and from there gradually descending toward objects of more marginal type (Land Capability, 1971). It may therefore be appropriate to discuss the whole question of tourist resource identification by recognising some of the more common characteristics in our way of 'looking at landscapes' in general as an entry into our subsequent discussion of industrial heritage tourist products.

The basis for our understanding of the landscape observation process has been borrowed from Meining's by now famous study 'The beholding eye - ten versions of the same scene' (Meining, 1979), which suggests that our perception/notions of what constitutes landscape characteristics and landscape-derived resource usage - for various economic activities, including tourism - vary widely. Thus, the formulation of a spatial strategy for a regional tourist development rarely is a given, but reflects upon personal attributes of the observers. It is followed by an account of how the more traditional tourist attractions - tourist products - in the region have successively been exploited producing distinctly different locational impacts, until we arrive at the contemporary era and the need of taking a fresh look at existing potentials and exploitable tourist resources - hence the potential of industrial heritage based tourism. Finally, we should recognize the ambiguity between 'industrial heritage' resources and 'contemporary' industrial tourist resources, through which existing industrial (=manufacturing) enterprises already are in the market as regional tourist attractions; consequently, we already today witness a process of multiple products development à la Kotler and Turner, even within the industrial tourist domain with an emerging new 'industrial heritage' facet. Thus, over time, a new tourist geography as well as a more differentiated tourism impacting is emerging with geographically and locationally different regional benefits than those of earlier eras of tourism development.

TOURISM HISTORY AND THE CHANGING TOURIST PRODUCT CONCEPT

Tourism in Quebec provides numerous historical examples as to how tourist attractions have changed. The reasons for such an ongoing transformation or restructuring process are always difficult to explain. However, they are partly influenced by two factors that seem to have major consequences for any tourist development: (touristic) market appeal of specific landscape elements and accessibility. Other factors are of course also important, but they play perhaps a lesser, but consequential role in the geographic impacting process brought about by tourism - societal development, urbanisation, the emergence of leisure time, popular fashions to mention a few. Within the landscape, 'specificity' tends to be the principal 'identifier' of a potential tourist product and the ability of often new transport provisions to bring tourists to the site, constitutes a principal activating factor, which brings the impacting process to bear upon the newly identified destination.

The identification process that makes our attention focus upon specific landscape feature works differently for different people, a point strongly stressed by Meining (Meining, 1979): the historian's reflections as he gazes over a landscape scenery are very different from those of the agronomist, the artist, the economist, the geographer, the lawyer or the real estate agent. Thus, the interpretation of each person's observations always differs which in turn reflects the diverse development perspectives one can have 'of' the 'same scene', the same landscape. This process of 'different seeing' can be applied to our appreciation of the tourist resource potential in any region, our study region included. If there is one common characteristic in the 'process of seeing' the landscape, this characteristic might relate to the dominance of certain very basic and visually major landscape elements that jointly produce distinct and contrasting scenery - the plains-versus-mountain interface, the water-versus-land character, the rural-versus-urban, or for that matter the 'old' versus the 'modern' (recent).

THE SUCCESION OF TOURIST PRODUCTS

In touristic terms, we can observe a historical process tourist products succession (Fig.1 A-B) closely reflecting the changes in tourist preferences and local tourist resources (=attractions) dating back to the mid 1800's (Brière, 1967): RIVERINE TOURISM preceded most other forms of tourism, and principally located along convenient and attractive rivers, usually as they descended from
foothills onto the flat plain, which partly related to their role as a natural transport infrastructure for passenger and freight shipping (Tulcinsky, 1977) - as well as pleasant country house locations - prior to the advent of rail. Examples of the impacting generated by exploiting the riverine tourist resource are found not so much within our study region as closer to the St. Lawrence plain along the shores of the Richelieu or the Yamaska river systems at the edges of the region.

With the introduction of an improved and more efficient mode of transport - railways - the interior of our study region was opened up. The period 1850-1890 saw the region penetrated by the railway system, practically creating an 'even' access situation throughout. The new improved access mobilised the Montreal area as a major tourist generator, and also the northeastern US, due to the interregional and cross-border nature of the railroad system. The new access situation also mobilized a new tourist product - the LAKESHORE (Brière, 1967) - which altered the location pattern of tourism: Brome Lake, the Mount Orford lakes system, the big international Lake Memphremagog, Lake Massawippi are some of the principal directions of the tourist impacting process in this era.

The most recently exploited physical environmental tourist resource is topographical - THE MOUNTAINS (Lundgren, 1983). They have served as major foci of massive capital developments since the mid 1950's, with the establishment of a string of alpine ski stations. However, the mountains were recognized already in the 1930's as having a touristic potential, when the provincial government established the Mount Orford Park, partly for conservation purposes, partly for outdoor nature and recreation, later, in the 1950's to be developed as a major ski centre.

The characteristics of the successive waves in the tourist product exploitation process is generalised in Fig.1 which highlights a number of features of nature-based tourist product development dynamics. Most notably, one recognizes the changing longevity of each tourist product: the product life cycle is comparatively long for earlier products, while it shortens dramatically for products marketed during more recent eras. The development also accelerates over time. As well, each product cycle features a zenith, from which it gradually declines, which partly reflects the degree of resource exploitation that has occurred. Finally, one notices the compound role of all three products upon the overall regional development process: in contrast to multiple cycles of development for physical or manufactured products in general, most landscape-dependent tourist products, such as our set - riverine, lake-based and mountain-located - combine into an aggregate composite tourist appeal for the destination. Just because one product has 'peaked' does not mean that its role in the regional tourist profile is gone. Thus, the present tourist product profile mix is very much a function of all three, which gives a diversity to the tourist utility of our study region in a way similar to the product line / model diversification strategy common among manufacturing company (Kotler and Turner, 1993).

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE TOURISM

In many respects, cultural heritage tourism and industrial heritage tourism are part of the same phenomenon - a tourism, in which man-made elements of local, regional or national significance constitute the principal facets of the tourist product (Annals of Tourism Research, 1996 and Gunn, 1995).

If we define the advent of modern tourist travel as the era of large volume passenger movements (for business as well as for pleasure) starting sometime in the mid-1800's, the cultural heritage tourist factor as such was, together with certain physical landscape features, the prime tourist attraction from the very start. Travellers flocked to famous cities - linked into the rail transport network at an early stage - beautiful beaches and seaside resorts developed, (alternatively magnificent mountains and mountain resorts were established; other attractions featuring specific uniqueness - the 'highest' (Mont Blanc in Europe), the 'tallest' (the Eiffel Tower), the 'only one of its kind' (Venice, the pyramids), the 'mightiest' (the Niagara Falls) pulled in hundreds of thousands of visitors. Thus, the attractions that fuelled popular tourist travel during most of the era preceeding World War I were varied and represented usually a mix of culture and nature. If they were 'culture', they sometimes were 'very cultural' and usually urban-based, but they could also be cultural-landscape-based - for instance the Rhine, the Hudson river or the Tuscan hill country. Few catered to the engineer tourist, or the architect.
tourist specifically. Thus, few tourists cared about the industrial heritage directly, although the achievements of industry often were acclaimed attractions in their own rights but also for what they represented as historical landmarks - the Eiffel Tower, the Tower Bridge, the Statue of Liberty, Via Appia. The often dilapidated remains of bygone eras production facilities - old mills and factories - are conveniently overlooked, unless they find a spotlight as potential restoration objects. Only little by little have we seen new forms of tourism emerge, in which less obvious attractions, such as remains of the industrial past have been put into use more effectively from a touristical point of view.

In our rapidly changing world we see the ‘past’ disappearing at an alarming rate, which may partly explain our sudden interest in not only the fairly obvious cultural heritage features, they be traditional culinary habits or the historical urban landscape, the old theatre, the old bridge, the old mill or for that matter the old industrial milieu. The pace of change, obviously, is a powerful force behind our discovery of the ‘past’ as a tourist attraction - we are no doubt losing too much history too quickly hence our concern for ‘rescue operations’ in the form of various local or national-based preservation/ restoration policies.

However, there is another factor that has mobilized our interest: the economic need of tourist regions, they be cities, smaller urban centres or rural environments, to diversify their respective product range, in the process mobilizing any landscape element with a potential touristic utility. As demonstrated earlier, tourist regions exploit their tourist resources by a process of ‘successive elimination’ of more obvious and visible, and more popular attractions. Hence, at some point in time the destination reaches a stage of ‘attraction depletion’ (Fig.1), a situation that only can be overcome by either the creation of ‘new’ manmade attractions - Disneyland is a prime example or, if the region cannot afford such an extravagant capital investment, by the imaginative identification of underused or overlooked historic resources not yet effectively mobilised as tourist attractions. This usually means that a preparatory cultural-historical inventory process swings into action, eventually discovering a plethora of potential items as well as making recommendations to public authorities on matters pertaining to the setting up establish institutions in the form of museums, historical monuments, buildings and event landmarks. Thus the cultural heritage is activated and incorporated into the touristical ‘image’ of the destination.

IDENTIFYING THE RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE ATTRACTIONS

The effort to identify ‘new’ cultural heritage derived tourist attractions in the destination region includes today, in a very active way, also the industrial heritage (Lachine Canal,1994). For instance, Quebec MRC planning documents produced during the past 15 years incorporate, where appropriate, a variety of patrimonial locations that sometimes can be categorised as ‘industrial heritage’ (Le Patrimoine industriel,1985). Similarly, the Quebec Ministry of Cultural Affairs has systematically inventoried regions and municipalities, in the process drawing attention to a wealth of historically exciting cultural heritage and industrial heritage phenomena.

For our purposes, it is useful to establish a framework of inventory and analysis of the industrial heritage as it presently manifests itself in the study region. The classification
outlined below is tentative and focuses upon 'manufacturing' facilities, which means that a wide range of other types of industrial heritage items are excluded, for instance transport infrastructures (bridges, canals, historical railways) - The main purpose of categorizing (Gunn, 1995, Annals of Tourism, 1996) historically important manufacturing facilities is to arrive at a rational differentiation of locales globally, which may be important for a tourist marketing and development strategy perspective. In addition, it would also indicate different levels of significance in terms of tourist utility for the region. - Underlying the classification lies the notion of 'uniqueness': some types of potential 'industrial heritage' attractions are fairly common throughout the study region while others are 'more unique' and therefore, if launched as a tourist site, might have a better chance to establish themselves as tourist attractions of higher order, drawing visitors from further afield. Thus, the classification starts 'on a basic level' and moves successively toward higher order industrial heritage attractions, all placed within a hierarchical structure.

A. THE LOCAL AND BASIC CATEGORY - THE SMALL INDUSTRIAL SITE

It was noted earlier that the agrarian settlement process in the study region was initiated in the 1790's and with some minor exceptions finished only around 1900. - A major location factor in this development of a system of small nucleated settlements was river-based water power, an essential input for the earliest 'manufacturing' operations in the region, notably the grist mills, the saw mills, the planing mills (Historical Atlas, 1881). Thus, the historical 'mill site' is an omnipresent industrial heritage feature of the Eastern Townships landscape (see Fig.2) and usually dates back to the very first era of settlement. Today, the small physical dimensions of these sites completely fail to give credit to their earlier local-economic and industrial significance as they often have fallen into disuse as their market bases gradually disappeared and hence their raison d'être. Alternative energy sources, above all hydro-electricity, were usually the culprit. At some sites one can still study the dam constructions with their impressive foundations for water wheel positions; if such features have disappeared, field stone blocks at the steep slopes of the small river or brook tell the tale of past industrial activity on the site. Examples abound, from the rather intact mill site and pond at Stanbridge East (now part of the local museum) west of Dunham, to the grown over saw mill site operation in the intersection of Coolidge and Mountain roads in the Knowlton Landing area, the Vale Perkins brook at Owl's Head, or east of Lake Memphremagog the sites at Comestock Mill, Way's Mills, Judd Mills, and Baldwin Mills, to mention some. - The historic significance of these small and numerous locales may be lost to the average tourist glancing down at the water gushing over the dilapidated spillway and cracked dam wall, however, these small industrial processing enterprises functioned as the principal local ser-
vice points to which the first-generation settlers-turned-farmers brought their harvest for milling or their timber loads for sawing while at the same time buying some necessities in the nearby "general store".

The omnipresent small industrial site once found throughout the study region usually consisted of a singular installation that combined into the specific production function - the dam, the water-powered wheel and a set of specialised implements essential for the processing (the saw, the milling stones, the hammering device). The physical dimensions of the enterprise were modest as it reflected the dimensions of the waterflow harnessed in the stream or small river. Indeed, the small dimensions of the stream usually decided whether the installation could be built in the first place, given existing 'engineering' skills and methods of construction. Still, the sites, once in operation, played an important role to the settlers in the vicinity and gave areas possessing even quite modest mill sites a competitive comparative edge over other areas without water power. Only with improved access to alternative power sites were the small sites gradually abandoned.

B.EARLY INDUSTRIAL MILIEUS CATEGORY

The industrial milieux represent much more of a local industrial development and potential industrial heritage experience than the small individual (grist) mill sites referred to above. Although in most cases initiated at the same time - usually in the first half of the 19th century - the industrial milieux developed into more important urban centers, economically and socially, and persevered over a much longer period of time. Many still show vestiges of past industrial glories, often in the form of ruined buildings or crumbling dam structures but also in an indirect way, in the impressive private residences in the surrounding urban-residential settlement, all reflecting the accumulation of local personal wealth of a bygone era. Usually the towns lost their industrial competitiveness with the arrival of railways, which exposed them to large-scale extraregionally located industrial competition unless some very specific resource endowment still gave them an economic advantage. Sometimes the individual industrial enterprises survived for another couple of decades on their own business acumen and ingenious entrepreneurship, but, in the long run, the fate of these industrial centers was inevitable. Although World War I boosted local industry through government contracts, the subsequent trend was "downhill". These towns are nevertheless visible industrial heritage attractions which usually is recognized in the written accounts of local history in regional guide books or locally produced pamphlets. However, in many cases the factory structures are gone - sometimes destroyed by fire, sometimes by the forces of nature. In other cases a certain degree of restoration work has helped to give them a lease on life as tourist attractions, but usually on a modest scale.

Among the early industrial milieu locations are found urban centres of considerable historic prominence in the region, such as Cowansville, Freilgusberg, Mansonville and Rock Island-Stanstead. Among them, Rock Island has perhaps the most interesting industrial history, in spite of its present-day small population; since its founding as a border town around 1800 and the inevitable establishment of gristmills in the Tomifobia river gorge, the town experienced an industrial diversification that for a long time was unmatched anywhere in southern Quebec (Lundgren, 1991), except for towns closer to Montreal. In fact, Magog (Story of Magog, 1951) and Sherbrooke were industrial latecomers by comparison! The economic synergy in Rock Island-Stanstead's border location - with industrial smelting as an obvious sideline - sustained a remarkable industrial growth during the first half century, including early metal transport stock products, a variety of clothing factories, saw mills, paper production to mention some - all centred on very skilful, initial, harvesting of the water power in the deep river gorge that practically cut through the area of the future urban centre. Most of the old industrial installations have disappeared by now, but the industrial heritage as well as the historic character of the residential quarters on both side of the border line have been recognized as major tourist attractions by town councils and the local historical museum. The tourist visitor volume in the area has been on the increase during the past couple of years.

- The number of locales of 'industrial milieu type' is relatively small but they can be found on both the west and the east sides of the Lake Memphremagog (Fig.2) and also immediately south of the border in Vermont, where notably Richford, located south of Abercorn, and North Troy, immediately south of the Higwater border crossing, qualify.

C.LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRIAL SETTINGS CATEGORY

As we climb the hierarchy of industrial heritage sites and locales in the study region the number of identifiable locations narrows - a logic that applies to any hierarchical structure. Even a very generous inventorying of the previous category does not yield more than perhaps a dozen locales of interest both in terms of overall local history and 'industrial' significance.

The final and the most outstanding industrial heritage locales in the region are few and represent in many ways urban centres that both historically and also today possess major urban-industrial functions, however, not necessarily of the same type that made them rise to historic prominence during the 19th century. Typical for them all is the fact that many have kept the original industrial architecture - and it is sometimes even still used. Thus these industrial milieux have yet to become 'museal', which poses a problem per se, actually, from the point of view of them also serving as a tourist attraction.

The outstanding locale in this category is Sherbrooke, where, along the river gorge, the industrial development once was massive (Eastern Townships Gazetteer and General Business Directory, 1867) and more permanently built than was the case in Rock Island. The Sherbrooke industrial milieu is a highly visible industrial-historical manifestation, which has been recently recognized through the upgrading of the gorge for visitor purposes with self-guided interpretation walks. In other words, through local initiatives a new 'tourist product' has been added to the city's other attractions. Here we come close to the restored industrial heritage milieux of Lovell, Mass. and of other New England mill towns in terms of scale and overall atmosphere, but still lacking.
in many respects the range of economic activities that could further its role as an industrial heritage locale of a higher order. - Granby, Coaticook and Magog represent a second tier within the industrial settings category. Magog, originally called 'the Outlet', has perhaps the most dramatic entrepreneurial history, based on its dual role as a strategically located historic service centre and distribution point for the lake region settlements prior to the arrival of rail services through an extensive waterborne transport system operating from the town beach and an early development of a locally owned cotton mill, that at the turn of the century became part of the Canadian textile giant Dominon Textiles Corporation - in the first modest industrial damming of the Magog River just at the western end of today's Rue Principale some time in the 1870's. - Coaticook on the other hand could only exploit its impregnable gorge after the improved access situation through the construction of the Sherbrooke-Island Pond (Vermont) railway line. This linked the location with the rapidly industrialising and urbanising zone along the St.Lawrence river on the Canadian side of the border and southwest with Portland, Me. Coaticook rose quickly to the fore as a textile dominated town, retaining this characteristic well into the post World War II period. Since the demise of these establishments, the actual physical site in the gorge has been converted into a major tourist attraction - with some 150,000 visitors annually. - Granby, finally, a typical fall-line location town on the Yamaska River, similar to the Fannham and Bedford sites, developed into a multiple-industry town with textiles, furniture and more recently agro-industry, as many of the other towns. The town benefitted also from its interfacing location between upland and plain on the edge of the St.Lawrence plain. Some fine industrial architecture can still be seen along the river side in the town centre; the scale is smaller than that of Sherbrooke's imposing structures, but very consistent and compact in its overall appearance. More recently, the city has emerged as Canada's largest agro-industry location (Agropur Inc. and related enterprises), which already serves as a well-established industrial tourist attraction in its own right, but to some degree lacking historical and muscal patina.

**IMPLICATIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL HERITAGE LOCATIONS**

The overview presented above suggests that the study region possesses a considerable variety of industrial installations covering a remarkably long historic development. The touristic utility of these locales in their often idyllic settings is hard to assess given the market's major preoccupation with more popular and well established forms of outdoor recreation both in summer and winter. Lake-based tourism, mountain-based tourism and recreation and general excursion tourism as a function of convenient access into the region for the Montreal area population have in a sense permanently the touristic function and utility of the region no doubt also for future years.

Any changes in the touristic function of the study region will be hard to introduce. Or are they? During the past decade, or even during a longer period, new trends of tourism have been emerging, not always industrial heritage-related, but nevertheless indicative of the continuous demand/supply shifts occurring in the region's tourist image. For instance, the cultural tourism factor is on the increase - sometimes through 'festivals' for different seasons (usually nature-related), sometimes exploiting the excursion market among Montrealers as in the case with the summer and in some instances year-round stage theatre enterprises that now are in their third decade of operation. Also, during the past couple of years the crafts and fine art studio entrepreneurs have established themselves throughout the area, attracting town and city people both summer and winter time. To these could be added the vineyards development in the Dunham area, presently drawing some 25000 day visitors during the early fall (Lundgren, 1995). Thus, the role of the traditional lake-and-mountain attractions, although still preeminent through the popularity of beaches, lakeshores and effective verticals of ski hills is gently modified, although not challenged.

The industrial tourist product - be it the historical features discussed earlier or the contemporary industry sectors located in the study region is attracting tourists, a mix of regional tourists as well as people coming from other regions, and is, in the process, bringing about subtle shifts in visitor travel patterns and through that a change in the spatial circulation of visitors and tourist dollar expenditures. Perhaps these shifts are on such small scale that they do not matter to any major degree, but they do nevertheless bring about a change in the manner in which the regional tourist product elements function and impact different corners of the region.

The essential information about industrial heritage tourism has yet to be properly recognized in the Eastern Townships regional guide book, in which general touristic information seems to dominate with little, if any, reference to what once made the place develop and grow. Seldom is the reader informed about for instance the age of villages or smaller towns, except in an oblique manner; rarely is reference made to the industrial origins that carried the growth of the place, nor to the industrial vestiges still quite visible in many urban environs. The magnificent industrial gorge in Sherbrooke is not even mentioned; the past glories of the similarly impressive Rock Island gorge deserves some mention as an industrial establishment of a bygone era. Thus, the visiting tourist population is not effectively informed through the most commonly used information source about the principal local aspects of the region's industrial heritage. The regional section on the 'patrimony' excels in saying little of regional importance, except re-stating banalities about the rich built-up heritage, villages located at rivers and the odd covered bridge or round barn!

Given the above deficiencies in the normal channels of tourist information on the region , it is time that the regional tourist 'administrators' and information personnel woke up to the importance of the industrial heritage as it manifests itself on the village level, or in the small town, or in a regional capital such as Sherbrooke. It is through this heritage that the urban settlement system once was established and grew - and at the same token, at a later stage declined. The images of industrial history more than any other aspect shaped and altered the region during some 150 years!
The contemporary industrial tourism phenomenon should also be considered when viewing the regional potential for further touristic diversification. To a degree, the existing industrial enterprises, both big and small seem to recognize the importance of "promotion"; hence, many of the more well-established industries are open to visits by the public. No doubt these factories or industrial processing plants attract considerable visitor numbers from which the towns may benefit further; the Agropur industrial complex in Granby is one example of a major contemporary "industrial" tourist attraction; a similar one are the numerous active granite industry ateliers in Beebe, a local attraction that is practically unique to Quebec as a whole. Thus, if we combine the industrial heritage component with the contemporary industrial plants as a systematically promoted system of tourist visitations the tourist profiling of the study region will be more dramatically modified - and the benefits of the tourism phenomenon more effectively diffused throughout the region.
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Colloques et Congrès, no 9:

LE TOURISME D'AVENTURE

Le neuvième numéro de la collection Colloques et congrès publié par TÉOROS paraitra en septembre 1996. Il rend compte du colloque québécois sur le tourisme d'aventure qui s'est tenu au Mont-Tremblant les 2 et 3 mai dernier.

Sous le thème: 1996, l'année de tous les risques, une vingtaine de personnes ont apporté leurs connaissances et leur expérience pour faire le point sur le tourisme d'aventure dans le monde, au Canada et particulièrement, au Québec. Les ateliers, au nombre de 6, furent l'occasion d'approfondir le concept même de tourisme d'aventure et tous les aspects de sa création et de la mise en marché de ce produit touristique. L'événement a été organisé par le Centre d'expertises touristiques des Laurentides avec la collaboration de l'Association touristique des Laurentides et de plusieurs organismes publics ouvrant dans la région.